Synchronization in the Cloud
Your CRM and Exchange systems are already in the cloud and you are looking for ways of integration of
these two systems. Reasonable approach is to setup integration in the cloud as well. Let’s go over
benefits you can get with the GrinMark Synchronizer Cloud.

Cloud is Cloud
You’ve chosen CRM and Exchange on-demand solutions because you
do not want to maintain server infrastructure within the
organization. So it makes sense to make the same choice for
integration platform. You’ll need no hardware for this, no
maintenance costs, just access to web interface for administration.

Assisted Configuration
With the cloud solution GrinMark is always nearby and ready to assist with initial configuration or
troubleshooting. This is much easier to arrange and do than with on-premises deployments. GrinMark
team has access to the logging and monitoring data, can identify and eliminate problems rapidly.

Offload Routine Tasks
24/7 Monitoring
GrinMark Cloud is monitored 24/7. If anything goes unexpected, e.g. Exchange password expired and
this broke connectivity or Exchange server is temporarily unavailable, you’ll know it immediately and
GrinMark team will now it immediately and escalate problem resolution.

Backup
All internal databases and configuration files are automatically backed up on daily basis. You’ll need not
to setup backup procedures and maintain disk storage.

Anywhere Access
GrinMark Synchronizer Cloud can be accessed from any device, be it desktop computer or tablet or
phone. You can see what happens and make configuration changes anytime. If anything special happens
in the cloud you get notifications to your email account which makes you always aware of what’s
happening in the cloud.

Security
GrinMark Synchronizer Cloud is a secure environment. All communications are SSL encrypted,
passwords are hashed and protected.

Conclusion
GrinMark Synchronizer Cloud is a natural choice for those who want to integrate their online CRM and
Exchange systems. And it also can be of great value for those who host CRM and Exchange in-house.
Synchronization and integration under the constant observation from professional team is what enables
you to not worry about routine tasks and devote more time to your business.

Company Information
GrinMark provides synchronization solutions to customers all over the world since 2006. Our products
integrate Exchange with world leading CRM systems. Our solution is configurable, customizable and has
flexible deployment options. Benefits of GrinMark Synchronizer include: well-thought synchronization
technology, shared between several GrinMark products, multiple profile and multiple servers support
(to facilitate work with large deployments) and attractable pricing. We have many customers all over
the world using our products, including small, mid-size and large organizations. GrinMark Synchronizer
provides outstanding capabilities for monitoring and tracking of synchronization process thus making
problem resolution and administration as intuitive and friendly as possible.

Links
Contact us at sales@grinmark.com or support@grinmark.com
Web Site: http://www.grinmark.com
Product Trials: http://www.grinmark.com/requesttrialform.html
On-premises vs On-demand: http://www.grinmark.com/products/aesync/on-premise-vs-ondemand.html

Supported Systems
Supported CRM Servers
 SugarCRM 6.0 and above
 Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011
 Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2013
 Microsoft Dynamics CRM Online
 Salesforce
Supported Exchange Servers
 Microsoft Exchange Server 2007
 Microsoft Exchange Server 2010
 Microsoft Exchange Server 2013
 Microsoft Exchange Server Online, Office 365
What is Synchronized Out-of-the-box
 Contacts, Accounts, Leads
 Meetings, Calls, Tasks
 Cases, Opportunities
 Emails

